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ABSTRACT. Mega-scale glacial lineations (MSGLs) are longitudinally aligned corru-
gations (ridge^groove structures 6^100 km long) in sediment produced subglacially. They
are indicators of fast flow and a common signature of ice-stream beds. We develop a quali-
tative theory that accounts for their formation, and use numerical modelling, and obser-
vations of ice-stream beds to provide supporting evidence. Ice in contact with a rough
(scale of 10^103 m) bedrock surface will mimic the form of the bed. Because of flow accel-
eration and convergence in ice-stream onset zones, the ice-base roughness elements experi-
ence transverse strain, transforming them from irregular bumps into longitudinallyaligned
keels of ice protruding downwards.Where such keels slide across a soft sedimentary bed,
they plough through the sediments, carving elongate grooves, and deforming material up
into intervening ridges. This explains MSGLs and has important implications for ice-
stream mechanics. Groove ploughing provides the means to acquire new lubricating sedi-
ment and to transport large volumes of it downstream. Keels may provide basal drag in the
force budgetof ice streams, thereby playinga role in flow regulationand stability.We specu-
late that groove ploughing permits significant ice-stream widening, thus facilitating high-
magnitude ice discharge.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is now realized that ice sheets often flow across beds of
weak and poorly consolidated sediments, and that such beds
may contribute to the forward motion of ice.This has altered
our view of the mechanics of ice flow, in particular with
regard to ice streams, and raises the possibility that substrate
properties may exert a strong control on ice-sheet behaviour
and stability. A product of the processes operating at the bed
is that distinctive subglacial bedforms may be generated.
Theories of bedform creation (e.g. `̀ the drumlin problem’’
(Menzies and Rose,1987)) are therefore no longer just an in-
teresting academic puzzle, but are a key to unlocking the
workings of part of the subglacial system. We can only fully
understand the mechanics of ice flow by ascertaining the
nature and processes of ice^bed coupling, which must
include knowledge of how bedforms are created. Or put
another way, we do not understand ice flow over soft beds
until we have solved the drumlin problem.

Mega-scale glacial lineations (MSGLs) have been de-
scribed as elongate streamlined ridges of sediment produced
subglacially and are similar to flutes and drumlins but much
larger in all dimensions (Clark, 1993). Typical dimensions
are lengths of 6^100 km, widths of 200^1300 m and spacing
of 200 m^5 km. In this paper we take the view that the
appearance of ridges is misleading, and a more useful visual

model is that of a highly grooved till surface. From this, we
develop a qualitative model of how MSGLs are produced.
We hypothesize that large bumps (10^103 m) in the base of
the ice sheet act as `̀ keels’’ that plough through soft sedi-
ments, carve elongate grooves and squeeze sediment up into
intervening ridges.

Methods to validate or falsify this model are: geophysical
observations of the real-time process in operation; submarine
swath mapping and very high-resolution seismic reflection
profiling of MSGLs in order to elucidate their internal struc-
ture as indicative of the ploughing process; numerical model-
lingof the ice^bed systemto assess the plausibilityof generating
keels and sustaining them downstream; and development of
predictions of the geomorphology that should arise from such
a process, compared with the actual geomorphology found on
exposed ice-sheet beds. This paper explores the latter two
methods, and reports the predicted nature of landforms aris-
ing from the groove-ploughing hypothesis which are then
compared to observations from Canada, the Arctic and Ant-
arctic sea floor and the Norwegian continental shelf.

Characteristics of MSGLs are firstly reviewed, their
association with fast-flowing ice established, and the issue of
whether they are produced by groove carving or ridge build-
ing is discussed and illustrated with a case study.The groove-
ploughing hypothesis is introduced, and its physical viability
explored by numerical modelling and geophysical obser-
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vations of ice-stream beds. In order to help evaluate our
hypothesis, we make a range of predictions on the nature of
the geomorphology that should be produced.We then exam-
ine all available data on the characteristics of MSGLs in
order to assess the degree to which they match with the pre-
dictions. A discussion on the plausibility of the groove-
ploughing hypothesis is presented followed by implications
with regard to ice-stream mechanics.

2. MEGA-SCALE GLACIAL LINEATIONS

MSGLs are by far the largest component of the family of sub-
glacial bedforms, and their large size often requires satellite
images or wide-swath submarine imaging to observe them, as
they can appear too fragmented to be recognizable at the
scale of aerialphotographsor field investigation (Fig.1).Their
widespread occurrence was first reported for parts of the bed
of the Laurentide ice sheet (Clark,1993,1994) and they have
since been found elsewhere (Fig. 2). If drumlins form by a
mechanism of sediment deformation (e.g. Boulton, 1987;
Hart, 1997; Hindmarsh, 1998a,b) then an extension of this
theory is that high strain rates, accompanied by sediment

availability, can produce much more attenuated forms and
up to the scale of MSGLs. Clark (1993) took this view and
argued that MSGLs were formed under conditions of fast ice
flow such as experienced in ice streams or surge events, and
that this explains such high elongation ratios (¹100:1), and
straight form over great distances. It has been argued that
they can thus be used as an indicator of palaeo-ice-stream
location (Clark,1993,1999; Stokes and Clark,1999).

Using swath bathymetry and high-resolution seismic
investigations, MGSLs have, for the first time, been discov-
ered on the Antarctic continental margin (Shipp and others,
1999; Canals and others 2000, fig.2).We take these remarkable
finds as validationof the association between MSGLs and fast
flow as they are found to lie distal to positions of existing or
inferred ice streams. Furthermore, MSGLs have never been
found in locations incompatible with ice streaming.

As an indication of the dimensions of MSGL, we report
morphometric measurements from an extensive pattern
comprising the bed of the Dubawnt Lake palaeo-ice stream,
Arctic Canada.The ice stream was 450 km in length and its
width varied from 305 km in the onset zone to 140 km in the
main trunk to 190 km at the terminus (Stokes, 2000; Stokes
and Clark,2003).This terrestrially terminating ice stream is

Fig. 1. Satellite image (Landsat ETM+) illustrating MSGLs recording ice flow northwestwards as part of the bed of the Dubawnt
Lake palaeo-ice stream, Keewatin, Arctic Canada. Contrary to the usual descriptions of the terrain as comprising parallel ridges, we
view it as an originally flat surface that has become highly grooved. Image is centred at 64³02’ N, 101³51’W.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of known MSGLs in North America (a), Antarctica (b) and Scandinavia (c) (note that positioning is only
approximate). For all occurrences, exposed bedrock exists immediately upstream (as determined from Fulton, 1995, and the following
publications). Numbers on diagram relate to the following references: 1. Lemke (1958); 2. Boulton and Clark (1990a, b); 3. Clark
(1993);4. Evans (1996);5. Shawand others (2000);6. Shippand Anderson (1997);7. Shipp and others (1999);8. Longva andThorsnes
(1997);9. Clark and others (2000);10. Canals and others (2000);11. Polyak and others (2001);12.Wellner and others (2001);13. Clark
and Stokes (2001);14. Stokes and Clark (2003). Unnumbered MSGLs are from our observations from satellite images.
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reconstructed to have played a major role in deglaciation of
the Laurentide ice sheet, and it is probably the most com-
plete terrestrial record of an exposed ice-stream bed. Figure
1 illustrates some of the MSGLs, which show high parallel
conformity and lengths of up to 12 km. In order to deter-
mine their characteristic wavelength (spacing, transverse
to flow) we extracted 37 transverse profiles (total length
1200 km) from Landsat-7 EnhancedThematic Mapper Plus
(ETM+) imagery (15 m resolution) and subjected them to
spectral analysis.Wavelengths are 208^1166 m with an aver-
age of 587 m.

MSGLs (Fig. 1) have usually been perceived as elongate
ridges of sediment, and this has focused attention on how
the ridges were produced, and encouraged a comparison to
drumlins and their formation (Clark, 1993; Shipp and
others, 1999; Wellner and others, 2001). However, because
the process that leads to MSGL production has not yet been
observed, it is hard to ascertain whether they are the result
of a predominantly ridge-building or groove-carving pro-
cess. Objectively, they are better described as longitudinally
aligned corrugations, or ridge^groove structures. We argue

that their assessment as ridges has been premature and
unfounded. From the palaeo-record the only way of demon-
strating that relief amplification was by groove carving is to
find an antecedent marker surface that has been cut into.
This would demonstrate that actual grooves were cut,
rather than their merely appearing as such because they
are between two ridges. Figure 3 illustrates this. In the
widely researched Peterborough drumlin field in Ontario,
Canada, for a small portion of the drumlin field the smooth
drumlinized surface has grooves cut into it. These can be
seen as wide (125 m) angular grooves which slice through
successive drumlins and cleave some of them in two, and as
a finer-scale system of shallow grooves or scratches which
run across drumlin surfaces and inter-drumlin areas. We
interpret the geomorphology here as a multi-stage process,
whereby the classical drumlins were first created and then a
phase of groove ploughing occurred, cutting into the ante-
cedent drumlin surface. It appears that there are two popu-
lations of grooving: the deeper ones which actually cut small
gorges through drumlins, and the finer-scale ones making
minor modification of the surface.

Fig. 3. Demonstration of grooves cut into an antecedent till surface. Stereo couplet of aerial photographs (view with a stereoscope)
of part of the Peterborough drumlin field, Ontario, Canada. Ice flow from the northwest.The original drumlin surface has been
modified by subsequent phases ofgroove ploughing.Wide (¹125 m) angulargrooves can be observed cutting through drumlins, and
there is widespread scratching of the landform surface, particularly evident within the annotated area. Image is oriented north-
wards, and is from aerial photographs, A25686-88+89, available from the Geological Survey of Canada.
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In the above case, only small and spatially restricted
grooves (up to 8 km long, 200 m wide) were generated, and
we do not infer that an ice stream was responsible. In a
paper that mostly focuses on the formation of the drumlins
(Heidenreich,1964), the presence of these groove systems is
noted and it is reported that many of the grooves are related
to upstream bedrock protuberances.We take this case study
as a demonstration that grooves have been cut, and from
here on explore whether MSGLs were created by this pro-
cess on a larger scale.

In the groove-ploughing hypothesis, we focus on how a
hard, bumpy ice base may shape soft ice-stream beds into
longitudinally aligned corrugations. Following from Tulac-
zyk and others (2001) a qualitative theory is developed and
presented that may account for the carving of grooves, and
production of MSGLs.

3. GROOVE-PLOUGHING HYPOTHESIS

Ice is intermediate in strength and strain rate between bed-
rock and soft till. We therefore expect that bedrock topog-
raphy can shape the form of basal ice (ice is weaker) to
produce a bumpy ice base, and if this ice moves downstream
onto soft sediments, then the bumpy base can shape the soft
till (ice is stronger). Because the basal roughness of the ice is
sliding across the till surface, down-pointing protuberances,
or keels, will carve into the sediment, ploughing grooves
and deforming sediment around them as the keels pass. Till
will be transported downstream and laterally by this mech-
anism. Soft till will be squeezed away from the keels into
intervening high points in the basal ice, and may thus be
moulded into ridges. This is schematically represented in
Figure 4.The process is analogous to that of subglacial clasts,
embedded in basal ice, ploughing their way through till (e.g.
Beget,1986; Brown and others,1987), but the roughness oper-
ates at the larger scale of 10^103 m. A garden rake dragged
across a soil surface is a reasonable analogy, carving grooves
and pushing sediment into ridges.

Essential to this model is that roughness can be generated
in basal ice and then be transported downstream to areas of
soft deformable sediment.This likely occurs across a range of
scales from1to103 m. At the larger scales, we envisage a num-
ber of scenarios for this, as below.

3.1. Roughness production across a bedrock ridge

Consider the case of ice that has to pass over a prominent
bedrock ridge or hill. As the ice base passes across the ridge,
it will be deformed to conform to its profile shape, which
will then be carried downstream for some distance and, if
carried across soft till, can start the groove-ploughing pro-
cess. In this scenario, there is continuous production of basal
roughness, so the downstream till surface should experience
continuous transmission of ice keels.

Although similar in some respects to crag-and-tail land-
forms (i.e. drift ridges in the lee of bedrock protuberances),
the scale and process is different. For crag-and-tails, the
main factor is the protuberance and there is a size limitation
imposed by the length of cavity that may form behind it. In
our scenario, the main factor is the down-pointing keel, and
as long as this survives downstream then groove^ridge
systems can be created for great lengths. Cavities are not
necessary for their formation.

3.2. Roughness production in onset zones of ice
streams

Ice streams are characterized by a main trunk of fast-mov-
ing ice that is fed by a large fan-shaped onset zone.This pro-
vides a strong velocity contrast between slow-moving ice in
the onset zone, where we presume there is enough elapse of
time for basal ice to be shaped by the bedrock roughness,
and fast flow velocities in the trunk which can carry rough-
ness elements great distances downstream. If the onset zone
is positioned over rough bedrock and the ice-stream trunk
over soft sediments, then this is an ideal situation for the
production of grooves. As ice velocities are fast, we expect
these grooves to extend great distances downstream and to
produce MSGLs. The velocity contrast between onset and
trunk zones may thus enable continuous roughness genera-
tion and the consequent production of MSGLs.

Roughness produced in the onset zone is likely to be modi-
fied and changed in spatial frequency as it moves down-
stream. A single bump, perhaps formed by a 500m diameter
basin, will experience considerable transverse compression as
ice flow converges from the wide onset zone through to the
main trunk.Transverse compression may be of the order two-
to five-fold, and hence the original keel will undergo strain,
transforming into a narrow (¹100 m), long keel. According

Fig. 4. Schematic ice-stream cross-section illustrating how roughness elements in the base of the ice carve and mould the till surface
into groove^ridge systems characteristic of MSGLs. Note that two of the larger keels have penetrated through the till into underlying
sediments, eroding into them, providing basal drag and nourishing the till with a fresh supply of sediment. Diagram is not to scale.
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to this notion, profiles of the ice base will have different
spatial frequencies at different points downstream.

4. CAN BASAL ICE ROUGHNESS SURVIVE DOWN-
STREAM PROPAGATION?

That ice roughness canbe produced at the base of ice sheets is
self-evident and easily proven (ice usually touches the under-
lying substrate; cavities are rare). Critical to the groove-
ploughing theory, however, is the downstream survival of
basal roughness. Over hard bedrock surfaces we expect
thermal (i.e. frictional), ice-deformational and mechanical
degradation of the roughness, such that bumps may disap-
pear over short distances (102^103 m). However, if the bumpy
base moves onto a much softer and easily deformed surface,
we expect the roughness to survive for much greater distances
(103^105 m). If the hypothesis presented here has any validity,
it is essential to demonstrate the downstreamsurvival of basal
roughness.

4.1. Considerations of ice physics

One approach is a consideration of how long it takes a bump
to be smoothed out by ice deformation and the effects of dif-
ferential basal melting. Tulaczyk and others (2001) present
calculations on these processes and conclude that bumps
can survive the residence time likely within an ice stream
(100 km length,100 m a^1, gives residence time of1000 years).
Thorsteinsson and Raymond (2000) consider a bumpy ice
base moving over a till of viscous rheology and conclude that
bumps with small wavelengths (51m) are likely to be rapidly
reduced by differential melting, but that larger wavelengths
are more persistent. For bumps with wavelengths of 30 m
(and 5 m amplitude), their calculations indicate much lower
rates of differential basal melting and hence downstream
survival of roughness for distances of 10^100 km under an
ice stream of 500 m a^1 velocity. According to this analysis,
the roughness wavelengths necessary for MSGLs, which are

an order of magnitude higher, would easily survive the
length of ice streams.

In our model, bedrock bumps are prescribed simply by a
combination of two sine waves:

z…x;y† ˆ Ab sin kx
x

H

± ²
‡ sin ky

v

H

± ²h i
; …1†

where z is bedrock elevation with respect to an arbitrary
datum, x is the along-flow horizontal coordinate, y is the
horizontal coordinate in the direction transverse to the ice
flow, Ab is the arbitrarily selected half-amplitude of bedrock
bumps (typically assumed to be in the range 10^100 m), kx

and ky are wavenumbers (ki ˆ 2ºH=¶i …i ˆ x; y; ¶i are
wavelengths)), and H is ice thickness (used as a normalizing
quantity with units of length).We assume one row of equally
shaped bedrock bumps, which are bordered on the down-
stream side by a widespread region of weak, deformable till.
During its motion over the bedrock bumps, the simulated
ice base is moulded to reflect their shape. Downstream of the
tops of the bedrock bumps, the base is free to relax its shape
because of the gradients in lithostatic stresses arising along
the uneven ice^till interface due to the ice^till density contact
(here assumed to be »i ˆ 910 kg m^3 vs »t ˆ 2000 kg m^3)
(Hindmarsh,1998b). Based on an analysis discussed in detail
inTulaczyk and others (2001), we neglect differential melting
as an effective mechanism for removal of long-wavelength
basal roughness under conditions of deformable till bed (see
alsoThorsteinsson and Raymond, 2000).

Fully three-dimensional numerical analysiswouldappear
necessary in order to take into account the full complexity of
ice-base deformation in response to horizontal and vertical
gradients in lithostatic stresses occurring along the ice base.
However, in this simple model we take a much simpler
approach analogous to that used in modelling of broad,
low subglacial conduits by Hooke and others (1990).Vertical
deformation of the bumpy ice base is assumed to be driven
by a generalized vertical lithostatic stress differential, ¼…x†,
whose magnitude is proportional to the density contrast

Fig. 5. Longitudinal cross-section of a bedrock bump and downstream ice-base geometry, illustrating predicted MSGL relief for
cases with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) isostatic compensation of ice-stream surface topography. Ice-base geometry is
determined by numerical integration of Equations (2) and (3). For the case without isostatic compensation, line (i) is the ice base
behind the bedrock bump, and line (ii) is the ice base arising from the depression lateral to the bump (i.e. off plane).With the
inclusion of isostatic compensation, line (iii) is the ice base behind the bump and line (iv) lateral to the bump.The distance
between lines (i) and (ii) shows the predicted transverse relief of MSGL in the case of no isostatic compensation of surface
topography. Conversely, the difference between lines (iii) and (iv) illustrates the relief of MSGL with the isostatic compensation.
Vertical datum is arbitrary.
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across the ice-base interface (»t ¡ »i) and to the maximum
amplitude of ice bumps in the direction transverse to ice
flow, ¢z…x†:

¼…x† ˆ 0:5¢z…x†…»t ¡ »i†g ; …2†

where g is gravitational acceleration.This generalized devi-
atoric stress, which is variable in the down-flow direction,
gives rise to a vertical deformation rate whose horizontal
distribution is assumed to be governed by the following
equation (modified from Hooke and others (1990)):

@zi

@t
ˆ w…x;y† ˆ ¡

¢z…x†

2
‡ ¶y

8

³ ´
sin ky

y

H

± ² ¼…x†

nB

± ²n

; …3†

where zi is ice-base elevation with respect to an arbitrary
datum, t is time, w…x;y† is vertical rate of deformation of the
ice base, and B and n are ice-flow parameters. Although

Equations (2) and (3) represent a significant simplification
of a complex problem, they do encapsulate several important
aspects of reality. For instance, the distribution of the vertical
velocity described by Equation (3) will lead to gradual elim-
ination of ice-base roughness (i.e. flattening of the ice base)
because the ice base is deformed upward where ice bumps
are present and downward where cavities occur. The mild
non-linear dependence of the rate of deformation (with n º
3) on the lithostatic stress differential means that basal rough-
ness with large amplitude (¹10 m) will be eliminated much
faster than basal roughness with small amplitude (¹1m). Fig-
ures 5 and 6 show simulated ice-base roughness over and
downstream of bedrock bumps obtained by numerical inte-
gration of Equation (3) through time. In the process of inte-
gration, we have assumed that ice moves in the down-flow
direction with an ice-stream velocity of 500 m a^1 and that

Fig. 6. Map views of simulated ice-base topography. Grey scales denote ice-base elevation above/below an arbitrary datum (grey
bar for scale). A single row of same-size bedrock bumps/depressions with half-amplitude of 20 m is located on the lefthand side.
The remaining part of the bed extends for 100 km downstream of the bumps/depressions, with ice-base geometry determined by
Equations (2) and (3). (a, b) Bedrock roughness with wavenumbers kx ˆ 0.25 (a) and ky ˆ 1.0 (b) (H ˆ1000 m); (c, d)
sinusoidal bedrock with wavenumbers kx ˆ 0.5 (c) and ky ˆ 2.0 (d) (H ˆ1000 m). (a) and (c) show ice-base geometry as
calculated assuming no isostatic compensation of ice-surface topography, whereas (b) and (d) compensate for surface topography.
This demonstrates that inclusion of isostatic compensation permits much greater downstream survival of bumps.
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there is no component of transverse motion. By combining
these assumptions with Equation (3), we can fully describe
evolutionof ice-base geometry by displacing each of its points
by finite amounts ¢x and ¢z within a finite time-step of ¢t.
The illustrated results come from a modelling run in which
we have assumed the following values of adjustable param-
eters: Ab ˆ 20 m, kx ˆ 0.25, ky ˆ 1.0, H ˆ 1000 m, n ˆ 3,
and B ˆ 200kPaa1/n.

Figures 5 (i, ii) and 6a and c illustrate that Equations (2)
and (3) are very effective at decreasing the amplitude of ice-
base roughness until it reaches just a few metres. The
mechanisms encapsulated in these equationscanonly explain
bedforms with relatively small relief being maintained over
length scales of tens and hundreds of km.This relief is smaller
than that observed for most MSGLs. Hence, we must invoke
an additional hypothesis to explain greater survival of high-
relief (¹10 m and more) ice-base roughness.This hypothesis
is based on the observation of Gudmundsson and others
(1998) that bedrock bumps of certain wavelength and ampli-
tude cause the development of so-called flow stripes on the
surface of ice streams. These flow stripes have length and
width that are strikingly similar to those of MSGLs. They
are also associated with surface ridges and depressions,
which may serve to diminish the lithostatic stress differen-
tials along the ice-base interface in a manner analogous to
the Airy-type isostatic compensation of long-wavelength
Earth surface topography. Gudmundsson and others (1998)
showed that elongated depressions and ridges develop down-
stream of bedrock bumps and depressions, respectively. Such
geometry may help preserve the ice-base roughness resulting
from ice deformation over the same bumps and depressions.
Quantitatively, this effect can be introduced into our system
of equations by subtracting the amplitude of ice-surface
roughness from the amplitude of ice-base roughness. This
will diminish significantly the lithostatic stress differential
that drives the vertical deformation of the ice base, particu-
larly due to the non-linearity present in Equation (3). Fig-
ures 5 (iii, iv) and 6b and d demonstrate that this
modification has indeed a significant influence on surviv-
ability of basal roughness. By including the isostatic com-
pensation of surface topography, we can maintain basal
roughness with amplitude in excess of 10 m for at least tens
of km. As shown by Gudmundsson and others (1998), ice
streams act as a bandpass filter because only bedrock bumps
with specific horizontal dimensions influence relief of sur-
face flow stripes in an effective way. If isostatic compensa-
tion of surface topography is indeed an important factor in
determining long-term survivability of ice-base roughness
in ice streams, the occurrence of long and high-relief
MSGLs may also be tied to the occurrence of the same size
of bedrock bumps.

4.2. Geophysical observations of contemporary ice-
stream beds

We can appeal to observations of basal roughness beneath
existing ice streams, to see if ice-stream bases exhibit rough-
ness at the appropriate scale. Siple Coast ice streams flowing
into the Ross Ice Shelf,West Antarctica, have been the focus
of glaciological and geophysical investigations for the last
several decades.Whilst ice surface topographyand morphol-
ogy is known in relatively fine spatial detail, ¹100 m (e.g.
Joughin and others, 1999; Liu and others, 1999), the topog-
raphy of the ice bed is mostly known at spatial scales that

are one to two orders of magnitude coarser (Fahnestock and
Bamber, 2001). Such coarse resolution is not sufficient to dir-
ectly investigate the roughness of the ice bed at scales similar
to those which characterize the spacing and width of typical
MSGLs andassociated bedforms,102^103 m. Insufficient ver-
tical resolution of the bed topography data is another reason
why it is still not possible to use these data directly to evalu-
ate the relationship between highly elongated bedforms and
modern ice streams. The errors associated with existing sur-
veys of ice-bed elevation (tens of metres (Retzlaff and others,
1993, table 1)) are larger than the typical amplitudes of
MSGL.

Evidence of the geometry of ice-stream beds at the spatial
scales relevant to our discussion is providedby the high-reso-
lution seismic images collected in the1980s by the University
of Wisconsin ice-geophysics group (e.g. Blankenship and
others, 1986, 1987; Bentley, 1987; Rooney and others, 1987).
In Figure 7 we reproduce traces of the ice-bed and till-
bottom reflectors as defined by Rooney and others (1987)
for two seismic lines run perpendicular to the ice-flow direc-
tion in the Upstream B (henceforth UpB) camp area on the
upper reaches of Ice Stream B. The two seismic lines were
separated by ¹350 m and they both began just outside of
the crevassed area associated with the southern margin of
the ice stream (Rooney and others,1987, fig.1).Vertical reso-
lution of this survey in the weak till layer was about 2.5 m.
The reflection from the bottom of the till shows variability
that is greater than the level of this error.The fact that some
of the same features can be recognized in both of the closely
spaced lines strongly suggests that we are lookingat real fea-
tures and not random variability. The trace of the till
bottom shows undulations with a magnitude of a few to
several metres and transverse wavelengths of ¹100 m to a
few kilometres. The ice bed shows less variability but does
have one relatively large feature centred on the 5 km mar-
ker. The relative amplitude of this feature is ¹10 m and its
transverse wavelength is a few km. It is worth noting here
that the seismic work at UpB as well as an analogous survey
in the downstream area of Ice Stream B (DnB) (Rooney,
1988) indicate perceptibly less variability of ice-bed and till-
bottom geometry in lines shot along the ice-flow direction
than transverse to it. Overall, the seismic data of Rooney
and others (1987) and Rooney (1988) are consistent with the
existence of basal roughness that is elongated in the ice-flow
direction, have amplitudes of at least several metres and
transverse spacing of ¹100 to ¹1000 m.

The seismic data of Rooney and others (1987) can be
placed into a broader spatial context thanks to local avail-
ability of very high-resolution bed topography from radar
surveys (Novick and others, 1994, fig. 6). From their map, it
becomes clear that the prominent bump in the ice at 5 km
represents a cross-section of an elongated ice keel ¹10 km
long, ¹1km wide and with an amplitude of up to 10 m.

Although other geophysical data collected over the Siple
Coast ice streams provide lower spatial resolution than the
seismic surveys described above, they do contain some indi-
cation of variability in ice-stream bed properties at spatial
scales similar to those of MSGL. A particularly good
example comes from a seismic survey performed in the
DnB area of Ice Stream B and discussed byAtre and Bentley
(1994). The results of this survey are interpreted as being
indicative of the presence of basal stripes which are roughly
parallel to the flow and are 0.5^5 km wide (Atre and Bentley,
1994). Another piece of evidence indicating stripe-like
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patterns in bed properties beneath Ice Stream B comes from
the high-resolution radar surveys performed in the UpB area
(Novick and others, 1994, fig. 8). In this case, the strength of
the radar reflection from the base can be seen varying trans-
verse to the flow with wavelength of a few kilometres while
showing no clear variations along the flow direction. These
stripes were interpreted by Novick and others (1994, p.152) as
representing `̀ real changes in bed characteristics that are
dragged along by the ice movement’’.

As demonstrated above, initial results from physically
based modelling indicate keel survival, and some geophysical
observations beneath ice streams record bumpy ice beds and
till surfaces at the appropriate scale. We take this as ample
indication that basal roughness can survive downstream
propagation, and await further evidence or modelling to
better understand this process.

5. GROOVE-PLOUGHING PREDICTIONS

In order to facilitate evaluation or falsification of the
groove-ploughing hypothesis, we make predictions of the
nature of the ice-stream base and the geomorphology that
should arise from groove ploughing and may be preserved
in the record of ice-stream footprints.

1. MSGL should only occur downstream of regions in
which ice basal-roughness elements are produced.
Although we primarily expect basal roughness of the ice
to be produced from contact with bedrock, other
mechanisms may also exist that can generateappropriate
bumps. Strong flowline convergence, for example, may
produce subvertical shear planes within the ice mass,
producing an uneven ice base.

2. Transverse roughness of the ice base and geomorphology
should greatly exceed roughness in the longitudinal direc-
tion.

3. Transverse groove spacing should be related to the spatial
frequency of upstream bedrock roughness.

4. Transverse spacing of grooves should change in propor-
tion to the amount of convergence of the ice stream. In

the wider convergence zone of the ice stream, spacing
should be greater than in the main trunk zone.

5. When ice keels ploughthroughunderlying sediment, they
will be susceptible to a reduction in size, so we expect the
resultant groove depth and width to lessen in a down-
stream direction. Under conditions of fast flow velocities
and weak sediments, keel degradation may be minimal
such that grooves maintain a nearly constant geometry
downstream. This may be exacerbated by a `̀pressure
bow wave’’ effect whereby increased pressure in front of
keels raises pore-water pressures, further weakening sedi-
ment strength and prolonging the life of keels. So we pre-
dict that the amplitude of basal roughness should either
stay constant or decrease in the downstream direction.

6. Sediment discharge from ice-stream termini should reflect
the volume of sediment carved out by the grooving pro-
cess.

7. Sedimentary structures may be preserved in between
grooves, and in the cores of ridges, but shearingandglacio-
tectonic structures may occur close to the groove interface.
Material squeezed laterally into intervening ridges may
show evidence of deformation, and till-fabric (macro and
micro) analysis may record lateral flow of sediment into
the ridges.

8. The shear strength of till should determine the form of
MSGLs. For the wet and slippery (easily deformed) case,
in addition to grooves, till should have been squeezed lat-
erally and upwards into intervening high points produ-
cing ridges. For the drier and stronger tills, it may be
that only keel ploughing occurs, and that lateral mobiliz-
ation is minimal. In these cases, we would expect just
grooves cut into a planar surface, with no intervening
ridges. Subglacial cavities may well have existed during
this process, with the potential for movement of water
and fluvial sedimentation processes.

9. When ice keels pass downstream from grounded ice,
through the grounding line to floating ice, we predict
that ice keels and MSGLs could show a sharp transition
in planform shape. The exactly straight and parallel

Fig. 7. Geophysical observations beneath Ice Stream B reveal bed roughness at the appropriate scale.Trace of ice bed (thick line) and
till bottom (thin line) from high-resolution seismic surveys discussed by Rooney and others (1987).Vertical axes are expressed in two-
way travel time. On the left, we provide two vertical scales which translate the travel times into distances in ice (compressional wave
velocity of 3800 m s^1) and in till (compressional wave velocity of 1700 m s^1) (Blankenship and others, 1987).We interpret the till
base roughness to indicate that keels have carved grooves into the underlying sedimentary substrate, and that till now occupies these
grooves. At the time of imaging, these grooves are antecedent and do not match the basal roughness in the ice.
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Fig. 8. Aerial photograph illustrating part of the MSGL field in North Dakota.The prominent ridge in the southwest corner
extends for 422 km, and parallel to it are numerous smaller ridges and grooves.We interpret broad ice keels carving grooves and
squeezing sediment up into ridges. Image is centred on 48³05’ N, 100³40’ W.
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grooves may show a discordance at the grounding line,
and as floating ice is less laterally constrained, there may
be some sinuosity and directional shifts in groove pat-
tern downstream from here.

10. If basal roughness in the ice is preserved for the whole
distance of an ice stream, then the keel structures should
propagate into the proximal reaches of floating ice
shelves.

Some of these predictions provide sharper tests than
others,1, 2,3, 4, 5,7,9 are the most powerful, and in particular
we await observations of the morphology of ice-shelf bases
(prediction 10) immediately distal to active ice streams,
because such observations are likely to be made over the next
5 years.

6. OBSERVATIONALTESTS OF THE HYPOTHESIS

True verification can only occur once geophysical obser-
vations can be made at sufficient resolution and with large
enough spatial coverage to observe the process in operation.
Until this time, we rely on the limited number of obser-
vations from contemporary ice streams, and focus on the
geomorphological record of known palaeo-ice streams. We
have examined all known data and observations on MSGL
(Lemke, 1958; Bluemle and others, 1993; Clark, 1993, 1994;
Evans,1996; Davies and others,1997; Longva andThorsnes,
1997; Shipp and Anderson, 1997; Rise and others, 1999;

Shipp and others 1999; Canals and others, 2000; Clark and
others, 2000; Shaw and others, 2000; Clark and Stokes, 2001;
Polyak and others, 2001; Wellner and others, 2001) and com-
pare these to the predictions outlined above.

In Figure 2, all known examples of MSGLs are plotted,
and we note that, in every case, exposed bedrock exists
immediately upstream of their occurrence (prediction 1). For
cases in Canada, this has been determined by reference to the
surficial map of Canada (Fulton,1995) which locates areas of
drift cover and exposed bedrock. For the examples surround-
ing Antarctica, Shipp and Anderson (1997), Shipp, and others
(1999), Canals, andothers (2000) andWellner andothers (2001)
all describe crystalline bedrock immediately upstream of the
MSGL, and LongvaandThorsnes (1997) describe the same for
the Norwegian example. It remains to be established if there is
sufficient roughness in the bedrock and at the appropriate
wavelengths for MSGL production (prediction 3).

In North Dakota, U.S.A., in between the towns of Velva
and Drake, a small field of MSGLs exists covering an area
of just 400 km2, recording ice flow towards the southeast.
The lineations exhibit lengths of up to 20 km and elongation
ratios of around 60 :1, and early investigations reveal them
to be steep-sided and angular in appearance with heights of
2^25 m (Lemke,1958). A small part of this field is illustrated
in Figure 8, where it is easy to envisage grooves of varying
widths, which have pushed sediment up into much narrower
intervening ridges. Preliminary investigation of the com-
position of these landforms (Lemke, 1958) indicates that

Fig. 9.Visualizations of the submarine bed imprint of the Western Bransfield Basin palaeo-ice stream (cf. Canals and others,
2000). (a) Three-dimensional overview of the ice stream and its topographic setting (water depths1500^150 m). (b) Enhanced
view of the geomorphologic imprint illustrating groove structures. Simulated solar shading from the west. Note how some of the
grooves pinch out within the first third of the ice stream, whilst others extend the whole length.The images are constructed from
Simrad EM12S swath bathymetry data, resampled to a 50 m grid.
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the area is mostly of stratified sands and gravels, but with
till flanking the sides and tops of the ridges. This compos-
ition is exactly as might be expected arising from groove
ploughing, whereby keels carve into the pre-existing strati-
fied sediment, and till is squeezed up into high points
between the keels (prediction 7). Furthermore, in a cut
section across one of the ridges, Bluemle and others (1993)
report deformation and thrust structures that have resulted
in the bedding being inclined away from the axis of the
ridge, and they conclude that the material was emplaced lat-
erally by squeezing from adjacent grooves into the ridge.
This accords well with the groove-ploughing prediction of
lateral squeezing of sediment as a keel passes through the
system. However, the authors do not interpret it in this way
and prefer to invoke a basal cavity where the ridge now
resides, into which sediment was squeezed. Immediately
upstream of the lineations is a large bend in the SourisRiver
which lies orthogonal to the ice-flow direction. It is pre-

sumed that as ice traversed this major valley, the roughness
of the ice base was generated (prediction 1) from undula-
tions in the valley flanks.The groove system runs for at least
40 km down-ice from here.

On the continental shelf, north of theAntarctic peninsula,
marine geophysical investigations (reported in Canals and
others, 2000) discovered a remarkable ice-stream imprint that
we regardas the best record of an ice-streambedyet revealed.
This palaeo-ice stream was around 100 km long and 25 km
wide, and is thought to have drained ice from the north Ant-
arctic Peninsula during retreat from the Last Glacial Max-
imum, when ice cover was much more extensive than today.
Figure 9 displays visualizations of the swath bathymetry
data, in which the nature of the MSGLs and the appearance
of ridge^groove structures are clearly seen. Individual
grooves can be traced for the length of the ice stream, and
overall the pattern displays the converging flow and abrupt
margins that are characteristic of ice streams (cf. Stokes and
Clark,1999, 2001). Seismic investigation (Canals and others,
2000) reveals that the sea-floor is covered in a drape, pre-
sumed to be postglacial hemipelagic sediments, and that for
most of the area this drape closely mirrors the morphologyof
the underlying corrugated till surface.With a small degree of
uncertainty, we can thus treat the bathymetric data as
recording the morphology of the ice-stream bed, and per-
form measurements of groove dimensions and relief.

The furrowed surface (Fig.9) records grooves and ridges
up to 100 km long, but with many of the features pinching
out over distances of 30 km.Wavelength data were acquired
by extracting13 topographic profiles positioned orthogonal
to ice flow and at approximately equal distances down-
stream. After detrending, these profiles were subjected to
spectral analysis to reveal the dominant wavelengths. From
these data, wavelengthswere found to vary between 451and
705 m, with an average of 625 m (transect distance sampled
¹100 km). Amplitudes were measured for seven of the
transects, yielding an average ridge^groove amplitude of
14 m with a minimum of 2 m and a maximum of 60 m.

Examination of the visualizations of the bed topography
(Fig. 9) reveals that many of the grooves decrease in width
and depth downstream and gradually disappear. For four of
the easier-to-measure and wider grooves, Figure 10a demon-
strates systematic groove narrowing in the downstream direc-
tion (prediction 5). Reduction in groove depth is illustrated in
Figure 10b, where it can be seen that bed amplitude decreases
downstream (prediction 5).

Oil and gas exploration in the Skagerrak trough, imme-
diately offshore of the south coast of Norway (Fig. 2), has
revealed a suite of MSGLs at 500 m depth (Longva and
Thorsnes, 1997, fig. 3.14b). These were produced by the
Norwegian Channel palaeo-ice stream (Sejrup and others,
2000). Multibeam echo sounder imagery indicates that the
MSGLs exhibit an amplitude of around 10 m (Rise and
others, 1999), wavelengths of 100^300m and lengths of
420 km. Figure 11 illustrates their nature, and what is
remarkable is that in the downstream direction their geom-
etry changes from straight and parallel lineations, typical of
MSGL, into sinuous and occasionally cross-cutting groove
structures typical of iceberg ploughmarks. This is of great
diagnostic value as the distal structures are unequivocally
produced by groove ploughing as evidenced by their resem-
blance to iceberg ploughmarks (e.g. Dowdeswell and others,
1993; Davies and others, 1997) and the fact that individual
grooves dissect earlier-produced structures (see Rise and

Fig. 10. Downstream change in groove morphology. Measure-
ments extracted from swath bathymetry data of the Western
Bransfield Basin palaeo-ice stream (Fig. 9). (a) Measured
groove width plotted against distance downstream. In accord-
ance with predictions from groove-ploughing theory, individual
grooves progressively narrow downstream as the ice keels become
degraded in size. (b) Bed elevation profiles transverse to ice
flow, at four distances downstream. As predicted, bed ampli-
tude is found to decrease downstream. Graph is vertically exag-
gerated by 46.
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others,1999, fig. 6).These sinuous grooves are directly trace-
able to the upstream MSGL (Fig. 11), thus demonstrating
that the primary mechanism for MSGL production is by
groove ploughing, rather than amplification of relief solely by
some form of accretion or deformation into upstanding ridges.
Individual grooves extend for at least 45 km, and the abrupt
change from linear to sinuous after 20 km is interpreted as

Fig. 11. MSGLs of ~20 km length, found in the Skagerrak
trough, immediately offshore of the south coast of Norway.
Flow is towards the west-southwest. After 20 km, the per-
fectly straight geometry of the MSGLs abruptly changes to a
sinuous and occasionally cross-cutting pattern.This break is
interpreted as the former grounding line, whereupon ice keels
producing the groove ploughing became less laterally restricted
in floating ice. (a) MSGL grading into classical iceberg
ploughmarks. Simulated solar shaded rendition of multibeam
echo sounder data. Image is ¹48 km across. Ship track lines
are visible, oriented northeast^southwest. (b) Groove struc-
tures mapped from above image illustrating dramatic change
in geometry. (c) Oblique visualization of data, viewed in the
downstream direction, showing change in groove pattern
across the grounding line.

Fig. 12. MSGLs at least 20 km long, discovered by geophysical
observations from a nuclear submarine beneath Arctic ice cover
(Polyak and others, 2001).These are located on the Lomonosov
Ridge (87³ N, 145³ E) in water depths of nearly 1km, and
were produced by localized grounding of a thick Arctic ice
shelf. (a) Swath sonar image illustrating MSGLs positioned
along the crest of the rise; (b) chirp-sonar image illustrating
morphology of the rise, position of the erosional grooves, and
downstream lens of draped sediment that is interpreted as a
lobe of debris derived from erosion of the surface and the
grooves.Water depths as indicated.
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recording the grounding-line position of the ice stream. Keels
at the ice-stream base ploughed and deformed the till into
MSGL, and the ice keels survived to beyond the grounding
line where floating ice was less constrained laterally within an
ice shelf, or as large icebergs, and permitted groove ploughing
to continue but in a more sinuous manner. These findings
satisfy prediction 9. By tracing the MSGLs upstream it is
apparent that individual grooves can be observed emanating
from specificbedrock roughness elements (personal communi-
cation from D. Ottesen, 2001), further supporting prediction1.

For the first time (Polyak and others, 2001), MSGLs have
been discovered on a submarine rise in the Arctic Ocean (Fig.
12). These must have been produced by localized grounding
of a thick ice shelf and notby iceberg ploughing, as they occur
at water depths of nearly1000m. Grounded ice was restricted
to the crest of the rise, with floating shelf ice surrounding it,
and thus the subglacial system was effectively open. This set-
ting excludes formative theories that require confining pres-
sures to permit build-up of high pore-water pressures in basal
sediments, leading to sediment deformation (e.g. Boulton,
1987; Hindmarsh, 1998a,b). Production by floodwater dis-
charges (e.g. Shaw and others, 2000) is also excluded as they
were formed in the deep ocean. Rather it is easier to envisage
that roughness at the base of the ice shelf simply impinged on
the submarine rise carving the observed grooves.This is sup-
ported by an indication from the chirp-sonar record (Fig.
12b) and discussion in Polyak and others (2001), that the
grooves are erosional in nature. Truncation of strata at the
summit of the rise indicates 450 m of erosion, and down-
stream from here a 20 m thick lens of sediment that descends
down the flank appears to be reworked debris arising from
the erosion of the grooves. These observations considerably
favour the groove-ploughing theory and provide strong evi-
dence for bedform production by an erosional mechanism.

7. DISCUSSION

7.1. Plausibility of groove ploughing

Given that initial modelling indicates that basal roughness
in ice can survive downstream propagation, and that we
have demonstrated examples of basal roughness at the
appropriate scale beneath Antarctic ice streams, then the
groove-ploughing hypothesis can be regarded as physically
plausible. Half of the predictions arising from groove
ploughing are validated by observations of the geomorph-
ology and geology of now-exposed ice-stream beds. Of par-
ticular note are that all occurrences of MSGL lie distal to
exposedbedrock, that grooves are found to shallowand nar-
row downstream, that MSGLs are found to grade down-
stream into groove structures that resemble classical
iceberg ploughmarks, and that grooves have been eroded
from a submarine rise and the resultant sediment found im-
mediately downstream. Based on observations presented in
this paper, we conclude that MSGLs are formed by erosion
and moulding by roughness elements in the ice base.

One of the most difficult aspects for any theory of how
subglacialbedforms are generated is the initial amplification
of relief. Once abumpy till surface hasbeen created, it is easy
to understand how the upstanding elements can be stream-
lined or drumlinized to produce the characteristic shapes.
Most theories of bedform creation are weak or have no
explanationof how the relief is created from a flat till surface.
Hindmarsh (1998a,b) provides an exception to this and

explains relief amplification by a kinematic wave instability
that may arise when ice and (viscous) till flow are coupled.
The strong appeal of the groove-ploughing theory is that
relief amplification is so readily explained: it is simply inher-
ited from the ice bumpiness, which in turn is inherited from
the natural bumpiness of bedrock surfaces. There is no
requirement for the till to behave viscously, which has been
a recent source of debate (Hindmarsh, 1997; Murray, 1997;
Tulaczyk and others, 2000a,b, 2001).

7.2. Relationship to other subglacially produced bed-
forms

MSGLs have been previously regarded as the largest in a
family of subglacial bedforms that includes drumlins, flutes
and ribbed (rogen) moraine (Clark, 1993). As MSGLs are
formed by the process outlined above, then what of these
other distinctive types? As mentioned earlier, the toughest
problem is the amplification of relief from a presumably flat
till surface. We speculate that MSGL may be the most
important,`̀ seeding’’ stage of bedform production (i.e. relief
amplification) which can then be modified by subsequent
ice flow. It may be that once the bed has been moulded into
the strongly furrowed morphology, subsequent ice flow
locally deforms sediments such that the original MSGL pat-
tern is gradually broken down into a less coherent structure.
After enough elapse of time and with localized sediment
deformation, till transport and streamlining, the end result
may be that of a drumlin field whereby stronger parts of the
ridges havebecome drumlin cores. Groove ploughing might
therefore be the first part of the answer to the long-standing
drumlin problem.

7.3. Implications for ice-stream functioning

Ice streams still present something of an enigma with regard
to how they function. Firstly, in spite of low surface slope
and driving stress, they are observed to flow at fast velocities
(e.g. for Ice Stream B, a driving stress of only 15 kPa pro-
duces speeds of 800 m a^1; Whillans and others, 2001). This
is explained by efficient lubrication at the ice base, and/or
extremely weak tills that shear and deform. Given this, the
second mystery is what supports the downstream weight of
ice streams and regulates their flow to within current
bounds (i.e. stops them flowing faster)? Kamb (2001) and
Raymond and others (2001) provide a good synthesis of this
problem. Ice-stream weight must be balanced by forces of
drag from the bed, from the margins and via longitudinal
forces within the ice stream. As it is known that the latter
are minimal (Raymond and others, 2001), resistive drag
from friction at the bed and the shear margins of ice streams
is the main candidate.

Our understanding of the resistive drag of ice streams,
developed during the 1980s, was based around the concept
that the underlying till behavedas aviscous fluid (Alley and
others, 1986, 1987; Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987). The vis-
cous till model assumed that the gravitational shear stress,
which drives ice-stream motion, is fully balanced by the
basal shear stress arising during viscous till deformation
(Alley and others, 1987). Thus, ice-stream velocity was
thought to be fully determined by the magnitude of driving
stress, till thickness and its viscosity. Since this time, it has
been realized that side drag from the slower-moving adja-
cent ice can contribute a large part of resistance (typically
50% according to Raymond and others, 2001). In addition,
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the viscous till model may be inappropriate. Experimental
and modelling investigations (cf. Tulaczyk and others,
2000a,b; Kamb, 2001) indicate that till does not behave vis-
cously, but with a plastic rheology, with the corollary that
basal resistance to ice motion is not dependent on ice
velocity. This has far-reaching implications with regard to
the regulation and stability of ice streams. Although still
hotly debated (Hindmarsh, 1997; Murray, 1997; Tulaczyk
and others, 2000a,b, 2001), if till does behave plastically at
the scale of ice-stream beds, there are a number of problems
with our understanding of ice-stream functioning with
regard to their underlying soft beds. These are addressed
below and we propose that a bumpy ice base and the
groove-ploughing mechanism reconcile many of these.

In order to understand why ice streams do not flow faster
than they do, there has been a search for components res-
ponsible for resistive drag. As mentioned earlier, it has
recently been realized that side drag is a major component.
Another proposed mechanism was `̀ sticky spots’’ (Alley,
1993) in the basal till (possibly controlled by lower pore-
water pressures) which act as resistive patches that could,
in part, support the downstream weight of ice streams. If till
behaves plastically, then this idea is less appropriate, and we
are left with the problem of how weak tills can provide
enough resistive drag to balance the force budget. Groove
ploughing may be part of the answer. Firstly, a bumpy ice
base presents a greater surface area and hence frictional
drag in the case of basal sliding across till. More import-
antly, in our model, we expect larger ice keels to penetrate
through the till layer into the stronger underlying substrate
(Fig. 4). Such ice keels dragging through unlithified older
glacial or glaciomarine sediments typical of Antarctic ice
streams would thus provide greater resistance to ice motion.
If enough keels of ample size exist, or the till is thin enough,
it may be that resistive drag by this means is sufficient to
play a part in regulating ice-stream velocity and stability.

If, as Raymond and others (2001) suggest, side drag is the
dominant resistive force on Siple Coast ice streams (typi-
cally 50% and up to 100%), and bed drag is subservient to
this, then this may impose a control on potential ice-stream
width. If well lubricated at the bed, a steady-state ice stream
(i.e. not a transitory surge) cannot widen any further
because bed drag is not sufficient to support it. This implies
a physical limit to ice-stream width. The groove-ploughing
mechanism, however, may exert basal drag under ice
streams of any width. It might therefore be possible to have
wider ice streams where basal drag by groove ploughing is
the dominant resistive force and margin drag much less so.
Thus, there may be no limit to the width of ice streams other
than those imposed by underlying (streaming-susceptible)
geology and ice catchment area. Indeed it is remarkable
that the palaeo-examples so far discovered are often much
wider than all known Antarctic ice streams. The Dubawnt
Lake palaeo ice stream in Arctic Canada, for example, has a
width of 140^200km (Stokes, 2000; Stokes and Clark, 2003),
compared with Siple coast ice streams which are of the order
of 30^80km wide (Raymond and others, 2001).The Dubawnt
Lake ice stream has well-defined MSGL (see Fig. 1). We
speculate that the groove-ploughing process permitted it to
grow so wide and play such an important role in deglaciation
of the Laurentide ice sheet. These ideas have important
implications for ice-sheet stability, as they suggest that, given
the appropriate conditions, ice streams may grow substan-
tially in width and dramatically increase in ice discharge.

If an ice stream is to operate in steady-state, and till is a
crucial lubricating agent, then sediment discharged from the
system must be replaced. So how does till replenish itself such
that ice streams may function for long periods of time? In the
viscous till model, it was assumed that the mobile deforming
layer actively eroded and incorporated material from the
underlying sediments. If pervasive viscous deformation to
the depth of till thickness does not occur (recent arguments
favour only a thin deforming layer), then we have lost the
mechanism of till replenishment. As argued above, in the
groove-ploughing model it is expected that large keels will
erode into underlying sediments (Fig. 4), and herein lies a
means of acquiring new lubricating sediment to sustain ice
flow and generate the widespread tills that are observed.
Tulaczyk and others (2001) estimated the rate of erosion that
is required for keels to maintain steady state and concluded
that it is comparable with bedrock erosion rates underneath
a surging glacier.

One of the appeals of the viscous till model is that it has
successfully explained much that is observed in the geological
record. The model predicts high sediment flux, because a
significant depth of the deforming till is constantly mobile.
Where geological evidence has revealed large sediment
volumes, such as trough mouth fans on continental shelves
(ElverhÖi and others, 1995; King and others, 1998), these
have been used to invoke viscous sediment deformation as
the conveyor. This association is no longer necessary, as we
can drop the assumption of viscous rheology and yet still
maintain high sediment fluxes by the groove-ploughing
mechanism. When basal roughness elements plough through
till, mobilizationwill occur laterally away from the compres-
sional zone in front of the keel and into the zone of extension
behind it. The net result of this localized deformation is
downstream till transport. Whilst unlikely to arise in such
high estimates of till transport as by pervasive deformation,
groove ploughing with its localized deformation predicts
high sediment discharge from ice streams (e.g. ¹88 m3 a^1

per metre width of ice stream, as estimated inTulaczyk and
others, 2001).The process of till flow around ice bumps gener-
ates a viscous-like distribution of deformation in a plastic till
(Tulaczyk,1999), and this may explain many of the geological
observations of deformed tills.

8. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

Where found, MSGLs can be taken as reliable indicators of
former ice-stream activity.We propose that large-scale rough-
ness elements in basal ice are responsible for their formation.
Bumps in the ice base are generated by ice contact with bed-
rock and are then transported downstream onto weak tills.
The groove-ploughing process carves elongate grooves and
deforms sediment up into intervening ridges.The plausibility
of this mechanism comes from consideration of ice physics
and numerical modelling which indicate that basal rough-
ness can survive downstream flow beneath ice streams. Our
modelling indicates that in addition to bedrock protuber-
ances shaping the ice base, it may be required that the ice-
stream surface is shaped into longitudinal ridges and depres-
sions (flow stripes) which exert a control on the survivability
of basal ice roughness. Geophysical observations beneath
Antarctic ice streams affirm that basal roughness at a scale
appropriate for MSGL production exists.

A range of predictions are made relating to the nature of
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the ice-stream base, and the consequent geomorphology that
groove ploughing should produce. Observations from
palaeo-ice-stream imprints are reported, which fail to falsify
the hypothesis and provide significant validation of the pro-
posed mechanism. On the basis of these, we conclude that
MSGLs were produced by the groove-ploughingmechanism.
Future challenges lie in attempting to verify or falsify this
theory. Particular attention could be directed at observing
whether the proximal parts of ice shelves exhibit basal rough-
ness, whether bedrock roughness in onset zones matches the
scale of variation of downstream MSGL, and whether sedi-
mentary indicators of strain (e.g. till fabric) match that pre-
dicted by lateral deformation away from grooves.

The groove-ploughing mechanism has far-reaching
implications for our understanding of ice-stream mechanics,
and we argue that it resolves a number of existing problems.
Given weak and easily deformed sub-ice-stream tills, there
has been uncertainty as to how enough basal drag can be
generated to regulate flow velocities to those that are
observed. The answer may lie with ice keels penetrating
through the till layer into stiffer sediment beneath, provid-
ing frictional drag that may be sufficient to regulate ice-
stream velocity. Furthermore, as we now have a means of
providing effective basal drag, this implies that there is less
dependence on side drag and therefore that ice-stream widths
are less constrained by this factor.With grooveploughingpro-
viding basal drag, ice streams may therefore grow to widths
much greater than currently experienced in Antarctica. We
speculate that it is this mechanism that permitted palaeo ice
streams to reach great widths (¹140^200km) and play such
an effective role in rapid deglaciationof the great mid-latitude
ice sheets. If so, this mechanism has important implications
for the stability of contemporary ice sheets, because ice-
stream width (and discharge) could increase.

In light of the existing uncertainty with regard to a flow
law for till (viscous vs plastic), we note that groove ploughing
does not require till to behave with a specified rheology. A
major problem in the rheology debate is that ice streams are
known to discharge large volumes of sediment, and presum-
ably must continually replenish the bed with newly acquired
material. Groove ploughing provides the means both to
acquire new sediment (keel erosion into underlying sedi-
ments) andto transport large volumes downstream (localized
deformation around keels results in a net downstream flux).

We do not suppose that groove ploughing always occurs
under ice streams, but that on occasions, under the appro-
priate conditions, it plays a crucial role in producing resist-
ive drag to support the downstream weight of ice. It may
enable ice streams to widen under steady-state conditions.
The mechanism explains landforms produced beneath ice
streams and high sediment discharge from them, and does
not require the till to deform viscously.
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